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Abstract
Plato is the first philosopher who speaks about the genesis of dialectic between
civil war and outside war. The war among States may be considered a righteous war
when an outside enemy threats the freedom of the polis, as freedom – from Plato’s
point of view and the whole classical Greek culture point of view – is the fundamental
human right that makes a man a citizen and not a slave. From Plato’s point of view this
objective can be achieved by means of the education promoted by the State that helps
the citizens to realize his essence as man. The State, therefore, realizes the natural order among citizens thus educated, that may only consist in a proportional equality of
all citizens for their friendship and thus for peace. The polis becomes a unity and a real
political community only thanks to the peace granted by that friendship.
Keywords: Plato, human rights, concept of peace, civil war

Introduction
The Book V of the Republic of Plato describes, as we know, the model of
the perfect city, ruled according to justice, without stasis and pleonexia. Before
the debate (466d6–472a7) preceding the discussion that leads to the principle of the city ruled by philosophers, Socrates, focuses on the lawfulness to
enslave the inhabitants of other Greek cities. On this subject the philosopher
answers no to a specific question of Glaucon, and, dealing with the very sides
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of the conflict, he explains that the name of the disagreement are two and they
are different: polemos and stasis1. The short but intense discussion – with the
first pages of the Laws – lays the groundwork for a rational speech on peace,
which is interesting to understand the core of the Platonic discussion, which
is to get the brotherhood of the Hellenic nation2. In 470e Plato clearly says
that his own polis is Greek by origin and ideals, which means that, inside the
State the philosopher is building, the educational and civil Greek principles
are led to the highest ideal level; the brotherhood that Plato wants to achieve
is, first of all, the one that must rule in his philosophical polis.

The problem of education
The Socratic reflection, in the Republic, begins in 468a, after the question
on how the soldiers must behave with themselves and with the enemies: the
brave ones will be rewarded, the cowards and the ones unable to fight will
have to be rejected and appointed to perform the functions of lower level. It
is clear from the former step (467de) concerning the training of the young
warriors and their masters that we are talking about not only the very war
action but also about the tough struggle that is fundamental to achieve the
authentic knowledge, to which only a few, the best ones, are meant to3. What
matters, as always in Plato, is a good techne, that is to say an adequate professional knowledge, so that commanders to whom the young will have to obey
are mature by age and experience, so to be guides and masters. This observation has not only a military-technical meaning, but an educational one the
most, as it is marked using the word paidagogous (467d). Even the fathers of
the boys submitted to a military training will have to possess not only good
technical knowledge of the subject, but they will also have to be masters and
teachers of their sons. Good teaching and good teachers allow boys to spread
their wings and fly and, at the right time, to ride on fast and tractable horses4,
making the “the golden legacy” (468e6) of the best men of the polis5, the most
professionally trained and of great culture ones.
Thus, by the example of military training, a quite precise idea of general
pedagogy is well defined that puts the fathers, and so the family, in the heart
of the educational program, and makes them masters to do their work; that
idea is also about the boys who starts studying since they are children, ac156
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cording to the educational pattern the Greeks called paidomaqe‹j (who has
been taught since he was a child), that is well-known to Latins too6. The traditional teachings of music and gymnastics are added into the educational
program of the young warriors (men and women), in continuity with the
training of military type. So the two different and distinct forms of the Greek
educational tradition, are for the first time joined in a single curriculum. This
is for Plato to underline that the purpose of the education of the military class
of his polis is not only the ability in the use of weapons, but mainly to give a
spiritual imprint7; in this way the government has the chance to understand
that the ultimate learning is the philosophical one.
The answer of Socrates to the next question about how the soldiers must
behave among them recalls the rules of the Pindaric chivalrous areté and the
traditional ethical code of the andreia of the ‘agathos aner, as it is clearly
marked by Homer’s and Hesiod’s quote (468d)8. Therefore, there is another
question of how the soldiers of the polis must behave with the enemies and
here the Socratic discussion is more complex and wider.

Rules for war
Everything starts from the struggles among Greeks (469B–470b), for
whose struggle a very strict ethics of war is set, giving the real enmity among
brothers, among people belonging to the same ghenos (470c1–3). This code
of ethics says: 1) prevent the other Hellenes to submit other Hellenes, being careful not to become slaves of barbarians (469b8–c2); 2) it is unfair
that Greeks own Greek slaves; in this way the Greeks are induced to turn
to the barbarians, saving each other (469c4–7); 3) it is unfair to despoil the
deads, except for their weapons (469c8–9); 4) it is unfair to despoil a corpse
(469d6–7); 5) do not expose the arms taken from the Hellenes as votive offerings in temples (469e7–470a1); 6) do not devastate crops (470a5–9).
It is remarkable that the points 1 and 2 are strengthened by the invitation
to fight only against the barbarians, of whom the Greeks may be enslaved9.
As to the barbarians, the enemies of Greek freedom, there is a full separation,
while the hostility among Hellenes is considered as the disagreement among
families (470b4–7), thus the enmity within the family is called discord, the
enmity with foreigner and stranger is called war (470b8–9).
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The separation between Hellenes and barbarians is by nature10 and you
have to call it war (470c5–6), while the friendship among Greeks is by nature
too and if enmity rises it is because Hellas is sick and, in this case, you must
use the name of discord (470c8d1).
The emphasis on the linguistic difference “stasis-polemos” is useful to
Plato to emphasize the diversity of the attitude the Greeks must have among
each other and with the “others”, as there are two different “worlds” in comparison, the familiar and similar one and the stranger and the foreigner one
(470b6–7). The philosopher, in this occasion, is concerned on marking the
importance of the national unity of the Greek race and the Hellenic homeland, that is nourisher and mother, and where there is a native relationship
and a community of cults (471a1–2); so all Greeks will have to recognize and
call each other brothers, fathers and sons (471d3). If this is true, then the
hatred among the Greeks is something unnatural, so they must contrast only
the barbarians, that is an attitude that “now” distinguishes the relationships
among the Hellenics (471b6–8) 11.
If among Greeks there can only be quarrels but not war, the disagreements
must respect an ethical code different from the one used against the enemies, that is to say: 1) do not destroy the opponent’s land, but, acting with the
right measure, take away only the harvest of the current year (470d8–e1); 2)
suddenly start the procedures for an immediate reconciliation and do not
keep a permanent state of war (470e2); 3) there will be fight, but also reconciliation (471a4); 4) opponents will be kindly made them see reason, no
reacting (471a6–7); 5) they will not sack the Greek land and will not burn
down the houses (471a9–10); 6) they will not consider the inhabitants as enemies, whatever they are men, women or children, but the only enemies will
be those responsible of the conflict created (471b1–2); 7) they will keep the
hostilities until the innocents themselves will not punish the responsibles of
such hostilities (471b3–5).
These precise provisions regulate that kind of “disease” (470c9) that is
the conflict of Hellas, extremely hateful and unacceptable (470d6). For these
reasons also the guardians of the ideal state will have to stick to the rigid arrangement not to devastate the land and not to burn down the houses in the
Hellenic nation (471d9–c3).
158
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If they can respect each other and will recognize themselves in the bond
of common homeland, the Greeks will have the strength to fight against
their enemies, especially if women will participate actively in the operations of war, both on the battlefield and in the rears, giving the ‘idea of a
strong line-up, such as to frighten the enemy. In this way the Greeks are
really unbeatable (471d).

Other regulations
So this complex legislation about “stasis” can be considered the right
medicine to cure the disease the Greek race suffers from, and it aims to the
supreme good of the inner union and the harmony of Hellas, as it is expressly
stated in the Book I of the Laws (628c). That will enable the achievement of
a lasting peace among the poleis (628th) and so end it is good that the lawmaker determines this set of laws in details (628c).
The complex comparison, in Book I of the Laws, between the Cretan
Klinias and the Athenian on this subject, which starts at 626a, seems to be a
clarification and a deepening of what stated in the Republic.
The starting statement, given to Klinias, that peace is just a name, because actually, each state is always at war against another State (626a) does
not seem to be an adherence to the ideology of the war12, but as a statement
of the status quo, the disease generated by an uncontrolled desire of possess
and wealth (626b), for which it needs the right medicine and, even before ,the
right diagnosis.
The very diagnosis starts from noting that, from Klinias’ point of view of,
every well-governed state is organized to win wars. The Athenian realizes that
this system also applies to relations among villages, states, families and, eventually, among man and man; in public everybody are enemies of everybody
and, in private, everyone is an enemy of himself (626cd). Finally we came to
the classical Platonic simile, emphasized especially in the Republic, between
the soul of the single and the life of the state: the polis is, in big scale, the mirror of what is, in small scale, the yuc» of the Citizen13.
Since the problem of the state comes from the soul of the individual, the
Athenian further deepens the level of discussion, always keeping the level
of the comparison soul-State; with reference to the war everyone engages
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against himself, he says that the best win, for man, is to win himself; the
worst things, however, is to be won by himself (626e). There is an allusion
here to the inner struggle among the different powers of the soul; when the
loghistikon, the best part of himself, is able to dominate the other parts of
the yuc», then the man has won himself; when the lower powers can get the
upper hand over it is the worst part of himself to win. It is clear, in great
part, within the State: when evil citizens try, with violence, to enslave all
the others, then we have the worst form of the state; on the contrary, if the
best ones dominate over all others, we have the state ruled with justice and
the same thing goes for relationships in family (627bc)14. The convenience
(pršpon) for the family and for the whole relationship is to understand that,
to submit the wicked ones (tîn ponhrîn) is to be lower (¼ttwn) to itself,
while it is higher (kre…ttwn) if the wicked are the ones submitted (627c810). What if there were a judge for these brothers (¢delfo‹j) belonging to
the same family, which one would be the best? The one that would make
the evil ones die and commanded the best to rule on their own; the one that
made the best ones rule, forcing the worst ones to submit; or a third judge
who, acting in an ethical dimension (prÕj ¢ret¾n), using a conflicting family, does not kill anyone, pacifies the family and sets laws for its future so
that he grants that they are friends of each other and he would set laws not
for war but for peace (627e–628a).
Similarly, the individual who governs the state must direct his efforts to
the external war, rather than war that rises from his chest, and that is called
sedition; nobody would ever want that an inner sedition arose and, once arisen, the hope is that it ends as soon as possible (628b).
Since the law-maker establishes the set of laws, for the best good, we cannot find it neither in war nor in stasis, but in the peace based on mutual kindness. You are not a real politician and a good law-maker if you do not state
laws for war in peacetime rather than laws for peace in wartime (628de).

Good laws for brotherhood
We are talking about those very same good laws in the Republic, that
would ensure benefits for all if politeia arose, whose realization is possible
(471e), and if that happened everything would be good inside it (471c).
160
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A good law and good governance, based on the principles of sharing and
benevolence, guarantee peace and harmony and, therefore, the overcoming
of permanent conflict within the State or among brother States. The only allowed war would be against the barbarians who are strangers to these principles and do not understand them and, so, they are a threat for the koinonia
and eunomia, the result of a higher level of civilization, based on freedom.
Plato uses these observations to elevate to the highest level of intellectual dignity the aspiration of the Greek society to peace (Law. VII, 803d)15, that we
can reach by educating the people; the very formation of man as builder of
the state is aimed, in fact, to the entire system of the Republic, and it is in this
perspective that, perhaps, you must read the rules of war, along with that
of the Laws. From this point of view we can say that the Platonic speech on
legislation for peace opens up to much wider perspective rather than just an
attempt to «regulate violence», or «erase the conflict: the absence of boldness
seems to be compatible only with the epical scenarios of a primitive golden
age»16. The state of wildness within man, which shoes itself with violence and
boldness, is overcome by the to philosophical paideia built in the Republic,
where the man and the state are mirrored each other17.
If the instinctive pleonexia of man will be tamed through the philosophical
education, then there will be even a right polis, free from stasis. The Platonic
speech has, therefore, a perspective that goes beyond the facts or tradition
that time, even if it is certainly influenced by them. His goal is not to make the
war less violent, but to eliminate the war from his polis philosophical18.
The social peace within the State and the fight against tyranny (that is
against the essential natural right of the citizen) can be realized by harmonizing the life of the State to the idea of “community” used as model. We have a
community when different parts – but compatible each other – make a single
unity. This principle of order reflects a model of universal natural right that
sets the soul, the State, the nature and the supernatural in a single proportional geometrical law.
The war, as upheaval of the principle of cosmic harmony, is therefore a
violation of the essential natural right of man to the full realization of his own
spiritual essence inside a political community based on principles of order
and justice. The justice within a political community is achieved by persuaJournal of Modern Science tom 1/28/2016
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sion while the order is imposed with the authority the State must exercise.
The dialectic tension between persuasion and constriction has an educational
function and totally defers from the tyrannical government way of rule, as
the tyrant does not know the idea of justice and the idea of community, and
so he cannot realize a good government. This fact leads the citizen to the rebellion against the tyrant and to the upheaval of social peace. The trick of the
tyrant to keep his power and avoid civil war is to bring the war outside19.
Plato is the very first philosopher who speaks about the genesis of dialectic between civil war and outside war.
The war among States may be considered a righteous war when an outside
enemy threats the freedom of the polis, as freedom – from Plato’s point of
view and the whole classical Greek culture point of view – is the fundamental human right that makes a man a citizen and not a slave. So, Persian wars
are a good example of a high educational value and help to clarify the classic
Platonic distinction between “life” and “good life”20 and the connection between these two rights. The second one among them prevails on the first one
because living like surviving has no real meaning; instead, the realization of
human nature as similar to divinity is fundamental.
From Plato’s point of view this objective can be achieved by means of the
education promoted by the State that helps the citizens to realize his essence
as man. The State, therefore, realizes the natural order among citizens thus
educated, that may only consist in a proportional equality of all citizens for
their friendship and thus for peace. The polis becomes a unity and a real political community only thanks to the peace granted by that friendship.
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 S. Gastaldi La guerra della kallipolis, p. 305; on the evolution of the Greek military
training, J. De Romilly, Guerre et paix entre cités, in J. P. Vernant (ed.)., Civilisations
et Sociétés 11, Paris-La Haye, Mouton & Co, 1968, pp. 209–220.

18

 The ethics of friendship Greek forces to help friends and damage enemies, Resp. II
373e ss.; Leg. I 628a ss.; cfr. H.J. Gehrke, Die Griechen und die Rache. Ein Versuch
in historischer Psychologie, in «Saeculum», XXXVIII (1987), pp. 131 ss.
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 For a non-militaristic vision of Greek history, see Y. Garlan, L’uomo e la guerra
(trans. it. di Carlo De Nonno), in J.P. Vernant (ed.), L’uomo greco, Roma-Bari, Laterza, 1991, pp. 56–57.
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 S. Gastaldi, La guerra della Kallipolis, p. 30. Also for G. Cambiano, La pace in
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definitiva, tra essi, quanto l’introduzione di limiti e divieti nel grado di durezza
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16
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17
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